Lesson 02 The Creator's Best Gift

Can't find an answer? Check your Guide or quarterly!

1. Adam & Eve had a day packed with exciting discoveries & unforgettable _____ with their Creator & Friend on the first Sabbath of their lives.
2. By the seventh day God had finished the work he had been doing; so on the seventh day he rested from all his work. Then God blessed the seventh day & made it holy, because on it he rested from all the work of creating that he had done” (Genesis 2:2, 3).
3. Eagerly Adam & Eve hurried through the paths of the garden to the _____ place with God. Once they arrived, they felt indescribable joy in the company of the Creator.
4. The fiery orb of the sun began to rise on the seventh day of the first week. It made the ____ sparkle like millions of diamonds on the sleeping flowers.
5. Ask a family member why it is important for us to _____ six days a week & to rest on the seventh day.
6. [Friday's lesson] Read Isaiah 66:22, 23. At family worship, talk about how it will be to _____ the Sabbath in heaven.
7. The Creator called their attention to the holiness of the Sabbath. "Then God blessed the seventh day & made it holy, because on it he ____ from all the work of creating that he had done” (Genesis 2:3).
8. We respond in worship to God’s love by keeping the Sabbath.
9. They looked into the distance at the glow of the stars. As they spotted the Pleiades _____ cluster Adam may have asked his companion, "What do you think that is?”
10. So on the third day He decorated the landscape with grass, flowers, shrubs, & ____. God reached out on the fourth day & framed the sun, the moon, & the stars, sources of light & energy.
11. Adam and Eve listened to crickets & watched the sparkle of ____ here & there. They smelled the fragrance of lilies. They felt perfect peace, contentment, & joy.
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Power Point
We respond in worship to God’s love by keeping the Sabbath.